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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

YUUZOO SECURES CO-HOSTING AND NAMING RIGHTS FOR 2015 ELECTRONIC 

SPORTS CHINA CUP (ESCC) ONLINE GAMING CLUBS INVITATIONAL- CHINA’S TOP  

E-SPORT EVENT TARGETING OVER 400 MILLION GAMERS IN CHINA 

Key Highlights: 

 The event is the first development under YuuGames- the joint venture between YuuZoo 
and  XG AMA in China in conjunction with ESCC (Ministry of Culture, Government of the 
Republic of China) 

 Event targets 10 million live audience and China’s 446.31 million gamers 

 Average annual spend per paying player is US$141.382 

Singapore, October 08, 2015: Singapore-listed YuuZoo Corporation Limited (“YuuZoo” SGX: AFC.SI), a 

leading global third generation social commerce company, today announced it has been granted the rights 

for  co-hosting the upcoming Electronic Sports China Cup (ESCC) Online Gaming Clubs Invitational in 

China, granted by the Chinese Ministry of Culture through its Affiliate China Animation Group. The 

event is the first development under YuuZoo’s recently announced joint venture with leading Chinese e-

sport event organizer XG AMA. YuuGames will be organizing and co-hosting the entire event, and can sell 

the naming rights or use it for itself.  

The ESCC inaugural competition was held last year in Nanjing. Despite its early roots, it is considered the 

top e-sport event in China in terms of prize money, coverage, and influence. It is also the country’s first e-

sport event done in conjunction with the more than 140,000 Chinese online gaming cafes directly. The 

nationwide invitational event is managed by the Chinese Ministry of Culture, through China Animation 

Group, which is tasked to grow the e-sports industry in China. 

The massive e-sport event commands a high level of engagement among gamers and cafes alike, due to 

the structure of the championships, the high engagement and participation from celebrity players, and the 

close cooperation with clubs representing the various gaming cafés. This year, three million participants 

from over 1,000 internet clubs from 15 provinces in China are expected to battle it out at ESCC. The players 

will be competing in the League of Legends for the grand bonus of three million yuan (US$471,053). 

The competition will be carried out in an integral cycle mode, screening the best players from each 

participating club and then selecting the top 10 teams from each province who will compete in the finals. 

The competition mode involves taking in clubs as members and recording their cumulative scores to win 

the bonus. The three million yuan bonus will be awarded to the highest scoring club, ensuring sustained 

motivation for the participants. 

Throughout the duration of the competition, leading to the finals on 27 December 2015 – 01January, 2016, 

the event will be actively promoted across TV, online, print, and traditional channels. A live audience of 

over 10 million are estimated to watch the finals scheduled to be held in Chengdu, Sichuan province.  

                                                 
1 Source: http://www.cnnic.net.cn/gywm/xwzx/rdxw/2015/201507/t20150723_52626.htm?from=singlemessage&isappinstalled=0 (Date: July 23, 2015) 

2 Source: http://www.newzoo.com/infographics/newzoo-summer-series-2-chinese-games-market/(Date: 7 July 2015) 
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Industry sources state3 that e-sports is especially attractive to sponsors as it provides a highly efficient way 

to target the engaged PC gamer, who spends significantly more on hardware and software than the average 

gamer.  

China’s games market is expected to reach US$22.2 billion4 this year, a 23 percent increase from last year. 

Among the 446.3 million gamers, 35 percent spend an average of US$141.38 annually per player. One of 

the market’s growth drivers is attributed to higher demand for Massively Online Battle Arena (MOBA) games 

such as League of Legends5. 

James Sundram, recently appointed CEO of YuuZoo says, “YuuZoo has over the last few months 

kicked off several new initiatives to expand its footprint in China’s huge social e-commerce and gaming 

market. Prior to this announcement, we announced the acquisition of key assets from leading Chinese 

mobile game developer Camigo Media LLC and a partnership with Circle of Champions, the leading 

developer of mobile games for the world’s top football clubs. All these deals support each other and 

strengthen our position in the exciting and fast-growing Chinese market. The recent deal, which is signed 

with the Chinese Ministry of Culture through China Animated Group, will over the course of the four-month-

long competition hugely increase YuuZoo’s exposure in China, which we expect to significantly support all 

our commercial activities there.” 

ABOUT YUUZOO:  

Headquartered in Singapore and listed on the SGX mainboard (SGX: AFC), with access, after the recent 

acquisition of 26 million mobile gamers in China, to over 110 million users in 164 countries, YuuZoo uniquely 

combines social networking, e-commerce and gaming in a mobile-optimized, fully localized virtual shopping 

mall, where the consumer can access hundreds of targeted social networks, targeted shops and targeted 

entertainment through one single login. All networks are localized for each market as comes to language 

as well as merchandise and design. To see the networks, log into: www.yuuzoo.com. For more information 

about YuuZoo, please log on to: www.yuucorp.com  

ABOUT AMA:  

Shanghai Xigu Network Technology Co., Ltd (AMA), founded in October 2014, is one of the largest 

advocates of Internet Café E-Sports Union and E-Sports Entertainment and Cultural Industry in China. 

AMA focuses in providing complete e-sports solution for the internet café e-sport industry. So far, AMA 

covers 18 provinces in China, operating and promoting events in more than 1,000 cities, with elite team 

members from game and e-sports industry. Its business scope includes traditional e-sports event 

organization, e-sport commentary, competition training, and game video playback etc. 

-END- 
For more information, please contact: 

Aru Adil Sayed, Head of Corporate Communications, 

Tel: +65-6577-0666, Mobile: +65-94249757, Email: aru.sayed@yuuzoo.com 

Macquarie Capital (Singapore) Pte. Limited (“Macquarie”) was the financial adviser to W Corporation Limited (now known as YuuZoo Corporation Limited) in relation to the acquisition of the entire issued and paid-up share capital of YuuZoo Corporation and its 

subsidiaries. Macquarie assumes no responsibility for the contents of this announcement. 

                                                 
3 Source: http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2015-05-18-esports-an-advertising-goldmine (Date: 18 may 2015) 

4 Source: http://www.newzoo.com/infographics/newzoo-summer-series-2-chinese-games-market/ (Date: 7 July 2015) 

5Source:  http://nikopartners.com/chinese-gamers-spent-22-more-on-pc-online-games-in-2014-than-2013/ (Date: 1 May 2015) 
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